A whimsy fold-out card delivering surprise and delight.

Open the card, and a Christmas scene jumps right out, showing a merry holiday world. Embellish the card with your own ideas that will make the recipient feel special every time the card is opened and create a memorable Christmas mood.
Fold-out Card

Material
Dimensions (when opened): 9.21" x 6.69"

Paper: 2 kinds
Inner base paper: 8.82" x 6.30"
Outer base paper: 9.21" x 6.69"

Glue, scoring paper knife

Accessory available separately
Scanning Mat: 12” x 12”

Make the inner section.
Use Scan to Cut Data to scan the tree design, then group the patterns using Unify.

Select the built-in patterns and arrange them as shown in the photo, then cut them out using the paper of your choice.
Built-in Patterns: BA-A045 x 8
BA-A074 x 9
LO-A041 x 1

Make the outer portion.
Cut out the rectangular built-in pattern on paper, and fold it in half.
Built-in Pattern: BA-A001

Use a scoring paper knife or a similar tool to make a line between the slits in the cut-out tree. Carefully fold it as shown in the photo. Form it slowly with reference to the illustration.

Glue the inner and outer sections together.

Glue on the pieces for the holes in the letters to complete the card.